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Multi functional 
Heavy Duty Trailer

MFHD30

30 ton load capacity
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Rectractable twistlocks for 2 
20ft or 1 40ft container

Tensioning rollers for tighte-
ning straps

Variable rubber block sys-
tem for positioning pipes

Adjustable landing legs Disassembling possibility 
of the rear part

2 x 2 LED 3-signal lights 
(24Vdc)

Application Off-road transport of ISO Containers or pipes 
Load capacity 30 tons 
Max. speed 40 km/h 
Tyres Magna 23,5R25 MA02 
Axle Max. technical load capacity 32 tons @ 25 km/h  
 10-holes, 150x150mm, drum brakes 420x200mm
Braking system 2-line air brake system with 2 air brake cylinders mounted to the axle 
 2 hoses with quick couplers to ADT
Lights	 2x2	LED	3-signal	lights	(24Vdc)	and	2x	red	triangle	reflector	at
	 rearside,	6	x	yellow	side	reflector	(90x40mm)	at	left	and	right	side	
Fifth wheel 3,5” 
Headboards Bolt-on to chassis, height 2m, equipped with hard wooden planks.  
 Protecting driver and ADT when driving down hill and/or braking and
 avoiding movement of load backwards when driving up hill. 
Landing legs Narrow design, weld-on to chassis  or adjustable landing leg

Main	beams	 High	tensile	steel	S355J2G3,	hot	rolled	profile	
Securing of load 8x rectratable Twistlock for 2x20ft ISO container or 1x 40ft container. 
 4x cross beam in chassis for mounting of a variable rubber block 
 system for positioning of pipes. 
 4x tensioning roller for tightening straps. The hooks of the straps can
 be hooked on the chassis beam. Strap is being protected against 
 sharp edges by tubes at the chassis. 
Transport of trailer Rear part of the chassis can be disassembled so transport length 
	 <12m	for	transport	by	means	of	40ft	flatrack.		
 2x3 cargo lashings at left and rear side of the chassis for lifting/tighten 
Conservation Steel structure shot blasted according to ISO8501-1 SA 2,5   
 Finishing with a 3 layer epoxy paint system with a thickness of 
 150mu, RAL colour by customer choice 
Dimensions According to drawing BF201-01-01 dated 07.01.2014 
Options Yellow LED side/widt marker lights (24Vdc)  
 3,5” kingpin, including mouning plate, for assembly to the Atriculated
 Dump Truck Set of underlayment elements for positioning of the pipes 
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Tipper trailers and hooklift carriers for agricultural,
earthmoving, landscaping and industry.

    Equipment and attachments for excavators,
wheel loaders and cranes.

Modifications and components for excavators,
wheel loaders, dump trailers and construction machines.

Grabs for material handling, contractor, waste processing,
dredging, recycling and industry.

Customized steel structures for onshore,
offshore and industry.


